The paper is a survey of research on music in territories of occupied Poland conducted by the author in recent years, as well as a review of selected existing literature on this topic. A case study illustrates a principal thesis of this essay according to which music was used by the German Nazis in the General Government as a key elements of propaganda and in appropriation of conquered territories as both physical and symbolic spaces.
INtrOdUCtION
The utter disruption of musical life in Poland during the Third Reich's occupation is analogous to mechanisms that ravaged all other spheres of life and culture. While quite an extensive literature on the subject of music in the Third Reich and in other occupied countries such as France continues to expand, the issue of musical life in occupied Polish territories has not yet been more broadly researched. Due to political control and censorship in post-war years, in-depth research on this topic was impossible, as also was discussion of the combined Nazi and Soviet occupations of Poland. For these same reasons, the majority of testimonies were neither gathered nor written; involvement in underground activities endangered both musicians and witnesses of musical life, who were under intense surveillance by the Secret Police (SB). 1 Other causes of silence were socio-psychological: survivors, both Polish and Polish-Jewish, were in many cases unable to speak about that extremely traumatic Warszawa 1939 Warszawa -1945 . Okupacyjne losy muzyków [Warsaw 1939 [Warsaw -1945 . Musicians' Fates under the German Occupation]. Vol. 2, Warsaw: Towarzystwo im. W. Lutosławskiego, . For a discussion of the character of memoirs written in postwar years, especially the problem of self-censorship, see A. Czocher, (2005) . Jawne polskie życie kulturalne w okupowanym Krakowie 1939 Krakowie -1945 time. It sometimes took them thirty years or more, if they lived that long, to cope with the trauma enough to verbalize those experiences. 2 In the first transition years after the war, short descriptions of concert activity and of music composed during that time were published, with lists of losses and commemorations of musicians who perished.
3 First publications of wider scope appeared only at the beginning of the 1970s: the most comprehensive essay, by Elżbieta Dziębowska, who aimed at presenting different aspects of musical life in occupied Warsaw, 4 had been preceded by an article by Ewa Kopeczek-Michalska, with testimonies concerning concert life in Warsaw. 5 Attempts by Polish musicologists to realize an extensive study of the topic around the year 1980, the time of the Solidarity movement with accompanying liberalization and expansion of civic freedoms, were thwarted by the imposition of martial law in December 1981 in Poland and resulting tight control of publications. Nevertheless, the Warsaw Music Society along with the Institute of Musicology at the University of Warsaw managed in the meantime to gather precious testimonies of witnesses and to organize a conference with publication of selected material from the papers then presented. 6 In the late 1980s, new efforts by Polish musicologists to revive music cast away and forgotten due to political reasons resulted in another conference and a publication, 7 while more complete lists of artists and musicians who were victims of the Nazi occupation of Poland were published. 8 An important monograph on music in occupied Kraków, documenting the musical activities of Jewish musicians confined in the ghetto as the famous successful attack by the Polish underground (Armia Krajowa, Home Army) on Franz Kutschera, Austrian, SS Police Chief in the Warsaw District (SS-Brigadeführer und Generalmajor der Polizei), on 1 st February 1944.
5 K. Kopeczek-Michalska, (1970 RM. No. 19, pp. 14-15; M. Fuks, (1981) . W dzielnicy zamkniętej [In the Closed District], RM. No. 16, p. 16; A. Żórawska-Witkowska, (1981) . Straty wojenne [War Losses], RM. No. 14, pp. 4-7. The testimonies then gathered by M. Stanilewicz were published only recently, in K. NaliwajekMazurek, A. Spóz, (2015) , op. cit.
7 K. Tarnawska-Kaczorowska (Ed.), (1989) . Muzyka źle obecna [Music Out of Step]. Warsaw: Sekcja Muzykologów Związku Kompozytorów Polskich. 8 M. Rutowska, E. Serwański, (1977) . Straty osobowe polskiego środowiska muzycznego w latach 1939 [War Casualties in the Polish Music Environment, 1939 . Warsaw: Główna Komisja Badania Zbrodni Hitlerowskich [Main Committee for the Study of Nazi Crimes]; M. Rutowska, E. Serwański, (1987) . Losy polskich środowisk artystycznych w latach 1939-1945: architektura, sztuki plastyczne, muzyka i teatr: problemy metodologiczne strat osobowych [Polish Artistic Society in 1939 Kaczerginski, (1948) . Lider fun do getos un lagern. New York: Tsiko Bicher Farlag; they appeared in several other song collections, cf. R. Rubin, (1963; 1973 20 For example, a composition written during the war by Constantin Regamey, Quintet for clarinet, bassoon, violin, cello and piano (1940-1944) This is also the case regarding the presence of music in the ghettos. 22 However, an extensive study encompassing various spheres of life in such extremely different conditions as urban centres and camps has not been realized yet.
SCOPE ANd MEtHOdS
The complexity of the socio-political reality of that time made such research very challenging. The preliminary investigation of the topic, undertaken by the author of this article, led to the assumption that music was subjected to similar racial segregation and ghettoization as the population itself. 23 This constituted a starting point for further research, which has recently been conducted under the auspices of a project grant financed by the Polish National Science Centre (2014) (2015) (2016) . 24 That study was mainly designed as historically oriented, with a methodology combining the examination of archival sources of all possible types (photographs, concert programmes and posters, film, recordings, written sources such as official and clandestine press of the period, and published and unpublished memoirs) with oral history. Five main territorially defined topics were chosen as allowing a comparative analysis of research results concerning the situation of music in the General Government and in territories annexed into the Third Reich. Warsaw and Kraków, as the main urban centres of the General Government with their completely different character of musical life, were to be juxtaposed with the main cities of the so-called Warthegau province, Poznań and Łódź. Considering the fact that many musicians from these cities became prisoners and victims of different types of camps (concentration and extermination camps, mainly Auschwitz-Birkenau, Treblinka, Stutthof and POW camps), the research had to be extended so as to include analyses of the role of music in these places of detention and death. Some biographies of Polish-Jewish musicians who perished in the Holocaust were reconstructed during earlier studies, 25 but the immeasurable losses to Polish music due to the Shoah have not yet been described and it will be never possible to evaluate them in their entirety.
This earlier research, however, which drew some of its methods especially from the field of social psychology, 26 made it evident that it is impossible to analyse such complex and challenging focal points of the full study as the presence of music in death camps without investigating the more or less hidden socio-psychological motivations of humans involved in genocide. The examination of the critical question of why the perpetrators needed music at sites of mass killing demonstrated the necessity of reconstructing the path of associations linked with music in the worldview of the perpetrators. The process of uncovering specific Nazi 'values' and 'ideals' in this context, focusing on the last SS commandant of the Treblinka extermination camp, Kurt Hubert Franz (1914 Düsseldorf -1998 , led to inquiries in two main fields of study. The first, investigating how music could be used as an instrument of torture, refers to notions coined in the field of psychoanalysis such as 'messianic sadism '. 27 This term, a "facet of extreme ethno-racial and religious prejudice", has been defined as "cruelty towards others that in the internal world of the perpetrators seems morally justified."
28 The second field of study, stemming from the question of how this cruelty towards victims that made use of music could become an important ritual in a death-camp system, led to the consideration of sociological and aesthetical components of Nazi identity.
29 Thus the investigation of these elements made the study of history of music in occupied Poland evolve gradually into more multi-faceted research, with methods taken from different fields, including social psychology and anthropology.
The initial hypothesis that only witnesses could give insight into the actual realities of life under the German occupation, with its many ambiguities and complexities, proved valid in the process of applying their testimonies to evidence contained in written or iconographic sources. The critique of oral history, according to which witnesses are extremely partial in their testimonies and thus transfer a falsified image of described realities, has lost its primacy in recent years. To the contrary, it is gradually being recognized that the subjective character of their memories and their own experience of the historical past makes their evidence so valuable. 30 Written sources provide seemingly stable anchor points in the study area, filled with question marks and uncertainties. However, excessive reliance on preserved documentation often leads to misinterpretations; grey zones and blank spots 27 S. Akhtar, (2007 30 It is interesting to note that from the point of view of soundscape theory, the written archival material may be treated as inferior. See the review of such discussions in: C. Birdsall, (2012) . Nazi Soundscapes. Sound, Technology and Urban Space in Germany, 1933 are often hardly noticeable in these documents, and often escape the attention of researchers. Thus it is the juxtaposition of different individual narratives of historical facts with source material that helps elucidate complex processes inherent in the structures of history. The research described here has led to tracing some characteristic traits of roles of music in occupied Poland; however, only selected examples of this material, and some results, concerning mainly the situation in the General Government's capital, Kraków, can be presented, given this article's limited scope, while more extensive work with comparative analyses will be contained in a book currently in preparation.
MUSIC AS AN ElEMENt IN tHE SCHEME Of NAzI CUltUrAl ANd POlItICAl dOMINAtION IN tHE GENErAl GOVErNMENt
Nazi ideologists designed and enforced a strategy aiming at total domination over occupied Poland. This was implemented first of all through military control, the annexation of Polish territories, the physical elimination of Poland's elites and of those members of pre-war Polish society deemed pernicious by the Third Reich from racial and ideological points of view: Jews, Gypsies and those involved in any patriotic activity linked with Polish nationality (also related to culture). 31 However, it was the use by the Nazi Germans of an elaborate array of methods involving complex propagandistic measures that was crucial in preparing the ground for genocide and its realization.
NAzI PrOPAGANdA IN tHE GENErAl GOVErNMENt -tHrEE dIrECtIONS
Nazi propaganda in Germany shaping the minds of Nazis-to-be managed to de-humanize future victims and to instil in the minds of perpetrators the image of persecution and extermination as a justified fulfilment of duty. 32 The German propaganda for Germans in the The second important pillar of this scheme was propaganda destined for conquered societies, the role of which was to justify segregation policies. It consisted, for example, in presenting Jews to non-Jews at first as detrimental from the political-economic point of view as adherents of both Bolshevism and capitalism, paradoxically, then later as life-threatening as carriers of dangerous disease (typhus, etc.), in order to prepare subsequent stages of terror and the Holocaust. It should be noted how conscientious German propaganda was in the 'previously Polish territories' (in Nazi terminology, ehemalige Polnische Gebiete), where ethnically diverse populations posed a special challenge. Dr. Friedrich Gollert, assistant Dąbrowski et al., (1946) . Cracow under Enemy Rule. Kraków: Drukarnia Uniwersytetu Jagiellońskiego, p. 28. Jan Konstanty Dąbrowski (1890 Dąbrowski ( -1965 was history professor at the Jagiellonian University, who was among the arrested in the Sonderaktion Krakau. Co-authors of the book included: Feliks Kopera, director of the National Museum in Kraków, Kazimierz Buczkowski, curator of the National Museum in Kraków, Marian Friedberg, Head of the Ancient Archives of the City of Kraków, Kazimierz Piwarski, professor at the Jagiellonian University, Wacław Skrzywan, Department Head at the Chamber of Commerce. (Warsaw under German rule: German reconstruction work in the Warsaw District) published by order of SA-Gruppenführer Dr. Ludwig Fischer, Governor of distrikt Warschau, expressed this in a straightforward manner:
Herrschaft. deutsche Aufbauarbeit im distrikt Warschau
Whereas in the Reich propaganda was applied to those of the same blood, in the General Government the ethnic structure ratios are thoroughly different. Here the propaganda is not only for German people, but it has to be also directed at Poles, Russians, Ukrainians, Jews, and its effect on the mentality within different types of individual ethnic groups must be taken into consideration.
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This propaganda was skilfully adapted to different ethnicities, trying to revivify all the prejudices against other ethnic groups in order to isolate them by dehumanizing the 'other'. The German press for Poles (e.g. Nowy Kurier Warszawski) was thus full of various antiSemitic propaganda even after the uprising in the ghetto and its subsequent liquidation. In Cracow under Enemy rule, it was already perceptively analysed:
The press was another means of propaganda. No sooner had the Germans made their entry into Cracow than they settled down in the printing works of the Ilustrowany Kurier Codzienny and began to publish the Krakauer zeitung. Besides the daily news, this contained political and scientific articles brimming with threats and statements inimical to the Poles. They poured forth the most contemptuous abuse on the past and present of Poland and under cover of a pseudoscientific character they spread the most senseless inventions of German propaganda. Almost at the same time the Goniec Krakowski, issued in Polish, began to appear. From beginning to end it was an instrument of the German propaganda service though alleged both in Germany and abroad to be the organ of Polish public opinion. 35 Thirdly, the propaganda directed abroad (both to the Allies and to collaborationist countries) served to acquire the time span necessary for the completion of genocidal tasks. The name of the "Generalgouvernement for the occupied territories of Poland" is an example of such propaganda. The term was used, as was elucidated in the above-quoted book:
in the initial stage of the civil government which lasted till July 1940 when France was beaten. Germany was not yet sure of her military success, and kept the shred of Poland, thus termed; "a denomination in which special mention was made of Poland as something that could be an object of possible bargaining at the peace conference. As soon as France was beaten, those in authority in the state, the army and the party gave themselves to the conviction that victory was a certainty, and, what is more, that the end of the war was near.
[…] All this was connected with the firm belief that not only those territories which had been directly incorporated in the Reich, would remain permanently under German rule but also the Generalgouvernment. The outward token of this was the elimination from the designation of the 'Generalgouvernment' of the phrase "for the occupied territories of Poland." This was proclaimed by [Hans] Frank on July 30, 1940. And so what remained was an indefinite administrative appellation: 'Generalgouvernment', with the complete exclusion of any mention whatever of Poland. The Nazi party was to organize the German element operating here as 'Führerschicht', i.e. the class called upon to lead the Polish ethnic masses.
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Music was aptly instrumentalised in each of these three pillars of Nazi propaganda. It constituted both an important field where these mechanisms were introduced and a tool that served in attaining these goals. The propaganda -also by means of music -served to illustrate and justify ideological goals of the German Nazi authorities of the General Government.
IdEOlOGICAl bACKGrOUNd Of NAzI QUESt fOr HEGEMONy IN CUltUrE
Several key ideological components constituted the foundation of the dogma of the Third Reich supremacy over the vanquished population, in all possible realms. One of them, the lebensraum concept, was coined mainly as the expression of German territorial expansion, but had a much broader character, a not only ideological and racial but also pseudo-aesthetic foundation.
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Stephen G. Fritz explained the development of this notion in Hitler's mind by the mid-1920s with "the key link between the destruction of Jewish-Bolshevism and the acquisition of lebensraum in the east, both of which were necessary in order to secure Germany's existence." 38 36 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
37 For an examination of this pseudo-aesthetics in this context, see: K. Naliwajek-Mazurek, (2015) . Op. cit.
S.G. Fritz, (2011). Ostkrieg: Hitler's War of Extermination in
This author convincingly described the earlier evolution of this and other convictions that formed the core of Nazi beliefs. The methods to create this lebensraum in the case of Kraków consisted in the first stage in the physical eviction of Jews and Poles from the central city.
Kraków, smaller than Warsaw and much easier to control, was the first target the Germans selected to "carry out the scheme, long since worked out, of depriving the Poles of the heritage of their forefathers. It was on the base of a thoroughly studied plan that Cracow was chosen to be the capital of the Generalgouvernement" and was "the first which was to be converted into a German city not only in name and outward appearance but also in the composition of its population -the Poles were to be speedily removed and to give place to Germans." 39 The Nazi authorities:
proceeded systematically to carry into effect the plan which had long since been elaborated for the complete break-up and absorption of the Polish nation by the German element -the fate preciously encountered by those Slav peoples which lived between the Elbe and the Baltics.
[…] A beginning had already been made in 1939 when hundreds of thousands of Poles had been evicted from Great Poland, Silesia and Pomerania and penned up in the 'Generalgouvernement.' […] To match with the process of removing the Poles from Cracow there was of course the process of germanising the town both in appearance by giving it the outward aspects of a German city and in fact by constantly increasing the number of Germans living within its bounds. As has already been stated, Cracow had been selected to become the centre from which the German spirit was to radiate on the Polish territories. The idea was to become firmly rooted in the heads of both Germans and Poles that Cracow was a 'German city from time immemorial' on the background of the general claim of the autochthony of the Germans on Polish soil and of their later inflow at the time of settlement, defined as the 'return' of the Germans to their abandoned homesteads. And so, an energetic propaganda was evolved, at first in the press and then in pseudoscientific publications, the core of which was a German Institute for Work in the East (Institut für deutsche Ostarbeit). This was formed by governor-general Frank on April 19, 1940, and its seat became the East. Lexington, KY: University Press of Kentucky, p. 8: "In the desperate period following World War I, this potent combination of nineteenth-century notions of social Darwinism, imperialism, racism, and anti-Semitism provided a seemingly plausible explanation for Germany's current quandary and a prescription for action to save and renew the nation. Once established, the quest for Lebensraum and the final reckoning with JewishBolshevism remained the cornerstone of Hitler's life's work: only the conquest of living space could make good the mistakes of the past, preserve the racial value of the German Volk, and provide the resources to lift Germany out of its economic misery. Just a few days after becoming chancellor, Hitler announced unequivocally to his startled generals that his aim was 'to conquer and ruthlessly Germanize new living space in the east'." the venerable building of Cracow's ancient university, the Collegium Majus and the neighbouring edifices.
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The goals of GG authorities aiming at Germanization of Kraków were clearly described in the above-quoted Cracow under Enemy rule of 1946:
In 1940 some of the streets were given German names and from 1941 onward the process assumed a general character. The town's arms were altered, the swastika replacing the white eagle. The Market Square was called 'Adolf Hitlerplatz' and the use of its Polish name was banned. Likewise Wawel Castle was officially named 'Burg' and the use of the appellation Wawel was prohibited. […] No Polish press and no Polish theatre were allowed to exist. At the close of 1939 the Słowacki Memorial Theatre became a German 'national theatre'. The Germans' next move aimed at clearing Cracow of its Polish population. This was accompanied by fierce propaganda in which it was demonstrated that Cracow owed all of its cultural possessions gathered in the past exclusively to the Germans […] This propaganda, which was carried on in the press, in pseudoscientific publications, in lectures and over the wireless, included among the Germans whoever could be considered as such by the origin of this surname, by his Christian name or by whatever trifling pretext offered itself.
[…] The ground being thus prepared by means of the propaganda, the work of de-polonizing of Cracow went on all the more briskly.
[…] It was carried into effect at an increasingly rapid pace, especially after 1940.
[…] A detailed scheme was evolved whereby Cracow was divided into three zones -one purely German, one mixed, and the third Polish.
[…] Freedom of movement also came to be restricted for Poles. First the Polish children were deprived of Jordan Park, which was reserved for the exclusive use of Germans. Next it was Park Krakowski, then it was the swimming bath on the Błonia. Finally a considerable part of the benches on the 'Planty' were provided with the inscription 'Nur für Deutsche.' In 1942 the Poles were confined to the use of the back end of tram cars and a similar division was made on the railways.
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Nazi lebensraum goals, which were rooted so strongly in pseudo-philosophical beliefs, could be achieved through appropriation and control not only of physical, but also of symbolic spaces. This was executed on several planes, from appropriation to destruction and genocide.
APPrOPrIAtION / dEStrUCtION / GENOCIdE
To de-Polonise the conquered territories, appellations linked to geographical regions were used, such as 'the Vistula region' instead of 'Poland'. In Kraków, the same intercessions were adopted as in the case of Warsaw, where The stages of genocide against Jews in Kraków were described thus in the 1946 publication:
Initially the German policy towards the Jews tended to exclude them from the rest of the population and to divest them of their possessions. In its further evolution, from 1942 onwards it tended to their complete extermination.
[…] after the defeat of France, the Germans proceeded to the systematical realization of their programme long since prepared for the solution of the Jewish question. It fell into two stages. The first consisted in the 'restraint' of the Jewish population so as to deprive it of freedom of movement and submit it to complete supervision by the German police. The Jews were forbidden to leave their places […] Subsequent to the 'restraint' of the Jews came the removal from the city to more or less remote 42 Ibid., p. 14. parts of the provinces of those who were recognized superfluous or non working.
[…] Next, in summer 1941, a ghetto was arranged in Cracow (as in other Polish towns), for which purpose the eastern part of Podgórze was allocated, the Christian population being displaced of it. In the first place the Kazimierz district was evacuated of Jews, whereupon the Christians from Podgórze were transferred there, and the greater part of those dislodged from the German zone […] In it squalor, hunger and sickness reigned supreme. […] This state of affairs, however, was not of long duration. The second stage soon followed.
[…] The final liquidation of the ghetto took place on March 13 and 14, 1943. The great majority of the Jews, except a small number who were kept at Płaszów labour camp, were -among atrocities and savagery -convoyed beyond the bounds of Cracow, mostly to the gas chambers of Oświęcim (Auschwitz). The Jewish hospital and orphanage were 'liquidated' off-handchildren, patients and medical staff, all were murdered. All the possessions of the Jewish population were pillaged or aimlessly destroyed. It took months to clear the houses and streets of the heap of smashed furniture. The objects of value, in particular the silver plate, were brought together and plundered by the German police. The 55.000 Jews that Cracow numbered in 1939, had melted down to less than 1000.
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In the terrifying account of persecutions and plunder, the macabre scenes of slaughter of women, children and the elderly, which also described the activity of Jewish underground and of 
CONtrOl Of tHE SyMbOlIC SPACES -A CASE StUdy
Whereas in the Reich, as a German witness quoted in Carolyn Birdsall's study described it: "The state-subsidised radio sets (Volksempfänger) had the purpose of keeping 44 J. Dąbrowski et al., (1946) . Op. cit., pp. 30-33. 45 Ludwika (1891 -1970 the people acoustically under control," 47 in the General Government for non-Germans (Jews and Poles) there was a lack of radio sets, which by January 1940 had to be deposited at the closest police station. In Kraków, this was by order of Mayor Ernst Zörner on 27 November and 4 December 1939, that "Polish and Jewish owners" had to declare that they owned mechanic vehicles. By his order of 11 January 1940 they had to give away their radio sets. 48 However, the first order confiscating radio sets had been issued on 15 December 1939 and even on 10 October 1939 the interdiction against listening to foreign radio stations had already been issued. 49 This unlawful regulation permitted Nazi German authorities to attain at least four goals: (1) dispossessing the former Poland's citizens of valuable objects such as radio sets, which was one of many examples of ruthless looting; (2) acquiring of these objects now permitted them to be passed on to Germans; (3) Poles and Jews were cut off from any uncensored source of information and other radio sounds, music included; (4) in the case of radio sets now in the light of new regulations kept illegally, this constituted ideal pretext for imprisonment, interrogations and even sentencing for camps or execution. In this context, media theorist Marshall McLuhan was right insofar as he argued that the radio in Nazi Germany created this lebensraum as "fountains of auditory space", which made Hitler's appeal more powerful and attractive, 'retribalising' individuals in the realm of National Socialist ideology. 50 Those who were not part of the 'tribe' were excluded and their access to information was controlled by the use of loudspeakers in the streets. The reasons for not only economic, but also intellectual control of the Polish population were also explained in the Cracow under Enemy rule:
In Cracow, just as in the rest of the country, the Polish population was kept from the very start under a rule of bloodshed and terror. Here also certain stages can be discerned, dependent upon the general run of the war […] .
Hitlerism in Poland, once faced with the impossibility of either exterminating or displacing all the Poles, applied itself its basic aim, that of depriving the nation of its leading classes both intellectual and economic, of replacing these by the German element, and of 47 C. Birdsall, (2012) . Op. cit., p. 11.
48 D. Agatstein-Dormontowa, (1957) . Op. cit., p. 194. 49 S. Lachowicz, (1988) . Op. cit., p. 14.
50 Quoted after the critique of this theory in Carolyn Birdsall's book, who wrote: "This discourse mystifies radio as an oral medium and perpetuates a post-war tradition that explained National Socialism in terms of the irrational or a return to ancient barbarism." C. Birdsall, (2012) . Op. cit., p. 12.
degrading the Poles to play the role of passive manure -the role to which their compatriots had already been degraded in East Prussia. The Polish intellectuals, Polish trade and industry, even the more lucrative crafts were to die away in the normal course and at a pace quickened by persecution. The Poles within the limits of their country were to be mere serfs, to work for the Germans, to provide the latter with works and in future with conscripts, then, when the time came and the process of germanization had done its work, to supplement the higher class. […] The first step towards the realization of this scheme was to obliterate Polish intellectual culture or at least to check its growth, better still, not let it so much as vegetate. The Poles were to become a nation deprived of an intellectual class. None but Germans were to be intellectuals either in the professions or in the sphere of learning and art. The existing circles of Polish intellectuals were to melt away by natural death at a rate accelerated by oppression and, the war once over, by compulsory or voluntary emigration.
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As in Warsaw, official Polish musical activity was allowed only in cafes and only with special permission. Illegal events were organized in private apartments.
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While on 14 th October 1940 the Philharmonic of the General Government was solemnly inaugurated, with speeches by Hans Frank and his deputy Joseph Bühler, manhunts in the streets of Kraków and executions in the vicinity of the city continued relentlessly, directed mainly against the intelligentsia. One proof is the action at the leading musical cafe for Poles in Kraków, "U plastyków" or "Kawiarnia Plastyków" at 3 Łobzowska Street. This cafe, just between 13 th February 1941 and 16 th April 1942, presented about a hundred recitals, vocal and instrumental, including pianists Jan Ekier and his sister Halina. 53 As the authors of Cracow under Enemy rule wrote:
That terror wave reached its climax in the spring moths of 1942 which preceded the renewed offensive in the east. According to 51 J. Dąbrowski et al., (1946 In the course of the following days several hundred officers of the reserve were arrested (2000 of them were taken in the district of Cracow) and with very few exceptions they were done to death at Oświęcim shortly after.
[…]. From then on, till the end of June, every night people were arrested and the greater part of them sent at once to Oświęcim […] , and almost every day round-ups were carried out in the streets. Parts of the 'Planty' and whole streets were cordoned off, combed, and most of the men were, particularly the young, were carried off […] . Only a small part of those taken were ever released, the others used to be despatched to concentration or labour camps or were executed. In those months Cracow's losses in manpower amounted to between ten and twenty thousand men who were carried away and for the most part massacred." th May in Auschwitz. He was a sculptor, painter, historian of art, descending from aristocratic family (a baron), famous also for his handsome appearance (he was said to resemble Gregory Peck) and had created the cabaret "Under the Pink Cuckoo" in Poznań in the interwar years, popular among intelligentsia circles. 56 54 Ibid., pp. 35-36. Edward Kubalski (1872 Kubalski ( -1958 
Kazimierz Wiłkomirski
57 quoted a reminiscence by percussionist Józef Stojka that Hans Rohr, the appointed conductor of the GG Philharmonic, came to the Lardelli cafe to look for musicians, explaining that if the call was boycotted, even performances in the cafes would be forbidden and all the musicians would remain jobless. The history of this orchestra will be described elsewhere; it is worth noting however that the orchestra, undoubtedly clearly used by Hans Frank as instrument of propaganda, was at the same time an institution which permitted the survival of Polish musicians and those in hiding because of their Jewish backgrounds, such as first violinists Otto Teutsch (with his family) and Artur Nachtstern. This orchestra was also a place where the segregation policies realized in the city were blurred. The fact that the concertmaster, Fritz Sonnleitner and the conductors were German while all the other musicians were Polish was intended and can still be interpreted to maintain Polish musicians as 'serfs' in the German hegemony.
However, the actual relations between German and Polish musicians were good. In an interview conducted by the author, Leszek Izmajłow who played in the orchestra stated that musicians from both sides respected each other for their craftsmanship. Indeed, Goniec Krakowski provides the information that from 24 December the bugle call from the tower of St Mary's Church was reintroduced twice daily, at noon and at 7 PM, but one witness wrote in his diary on 27 th December: "I haven't yet heard it, however."
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CONClUSIONS
The present report constitutes a partial presentation of research results concerning the vast topic delineated at the nexus of music and politics during the Third Reich occupation of pre-war territories of Poland. The case study of Kraków, described here in some of its aspects, has yet to be expanded and detailed, then to be evaluated in a comparative perspective with other cities. However, based on evidence gathered to date, it can be stated that similarities were considerable in Nazi German politics in Warsaw and Kraków. Germanisation and de-Polonisation policies, the control over inhabitants and resettlements of the pre-war citizenry appears to have been even more pronounced in Kraków, then the capital of the General Government. Music was used to attain these goals; the scope of propagandistic measures involving music still requires further examination. Actions taken against such an outstanding independent Polish cultural centre as the Plastyków Cafe were ruthless; similar actions had been realized even earlier in Warsaw, 69 and also later - 69 The case of "Arkadia" café, which opened at the beginning of 1940 or the end of 1939 in the preserved part of the Warsaw Philharmonic building, already after the opening of such cafés as "Bristol", "Lira" by Piotr Perkowski and the most famous one, "Sztuka i Moda" (SiM) Café which was inaugurated on 16 th December 1939. This musical café, where the underground activity was strong and not perfectly organised, operated until the whole idea behind restricting independent musical activities among Poles consisted in further possibilities of vigilance and control. German Nazi control of musical repertoires and access to them, the planned manipulation of auditory spaces and, most importantly, of the physical existence of musicians and their audiences according to racial Nuremberg Laws, resulting from the most extreme realizations of lebensraum concepts, proved effective and resulted in mass losses to Polish musical culture. Thus the symbolic spaces created in illicit, clandestine musicmaking were so important in all spheres of occupied Poland, from cities and urban spaces to detention sites such as prisons, ghettos and the massive system of German concentration camps. However, power relations reflected in different roles of music appropriated by the Third Reich need further interpretation. Music was used in the conquered Polish territories for two diametrically opposed goals, realized in parallel: destruction and genocide planned for some groups selected according to ethnic prejudices versus reconstruction -Aufbau -and growth for other groups. After the publication of first part of Mein Kampf (1925) , composer Hans Pfitzner wrote in preface for the third edition of his die neue Ästhetik der musikalischen Impotenz. Ein Verwesungssymptom: "Das Antideutsche, in welcher Form es auch auftritt, als Atonalität, Internationalität, Amerikanismus, deutscher Pazifismus, berennt unsre Existenz, unsre Kultur von allen Seiten und mit ihr die europäische." 70 This quotation is an example of narcissist urge of an ethnocentric culture, which, to refer once more to Salman Akhtar's typology, passed from moderate to severe prejudice. In 1926, this was still an expression of internal 'fantasy of the self being in danger; regression to group identity' versus 'justified' discrimination: the dehumanization of others (fifth level on the scale of prejudice manifestations). In the 1940s, Pfitzner's quote was included in the General Government Philharmonics concert-programmes booklets, in the time of 'organized violence; murder and genocide' (sixth level
